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About Us

Coopérnico was created with the single goal – to promote renewable energy by the empowerment of citizens. So what we want to achieve is:

• A fair and responsible energy model based on renewables;

• To contribute to a social, environmental and energetic sustainable future;

• To involve citizens and companies in the creation of a new energy paradigm - renewable and decentralized - for the benefit of society and the environment.
Our commitments

100% green energy
All electricity is produced exclusively from renewable energy sources

Social Value creation
All our projects create social value, either by close collaboration or the sharing of revenues with organizations operating in the social economy

Developing local economy
When we develop a new project we prioritize local partners. This creates local jobs and promotes the transition to a sustainable economy

Integrity and transparency
They are the basis for long and trusting relationships. Updated information on our projects is shared with all the members that have supported them
About what we do

Coopérnico focuses its efforts in three main areas of activity:

• **Production** of renewable energy (so far only PV);

• **Commercialization** of Energy to its Members (commercial partnership with YLCE);

• **Energy Efficiency**:
  • ID Energia;
  • Talks with Energy;
  • Self-consumption for members (PV);
  • Tackle Energy Poverty;
  • Energy Communities.
Production

21 Decentralized PV Projects
(20 FIT + 1 PPA-Self Consumption)
1,3 MWp installed
> 1 M€ invested
Supply

Empowerment of Citizens

The first renewable energy cooperative as energy supplier in Portugal

Production > Energy consumption of our members
Projects and services

Our initiatives and projects:

- ID Energia;
- Talks with Energy;
- Self-consumption for members (PV);
- Tackle Energy Poverty;
- Energy Communities.
Coopérnico Recognition and Awards

Finalist in the Sustainable Energy European Awards in 2016

Winner of the Gulbenkian Award 2018 in Sustainability Category
Coopérmico Today

3363

2 151 000€

2300 kWp

1797